Cambridge is blessed with abundant natural areas, and some wonderful trails to explore. We welcome you to enjoy them, but please follow a few simple rules to ensure that they can remain open in the future:

• know and respect allowable uses and trail closures
• keep your dogs leashed (as per Cambridge Town Ordinance)
• pick up/pack out your dog poop
• pack out any garbage (yours and any other trash you find)
• be respectful of other users
• park in designated areas
• never block private driveways or the travel lane
• keep to the paths
• leave the flowers and plants for others to appreciate

The Brewster Uplands Conservation Trust has two networks of trails (---) that are connected by the Alden Bryan Brewster River Trail. One is centered around the parking area on West Farm Road, and the other in the Brewster Midlands area. The latter is primarily for mountain biking, but other users are welcome.

The Lamoille Valley Rail Trail (LVRT) (---) is a multi-use trail that passes through Cambridge, and connects with the Cambridge Greenway (---). As of 2019, the LVRT is open from Cambridge to the far side of Morrisville, but ultimately it will be a 92-mile trail from Swanton to St. Johnsbury. Note that much of the LVRT is shared with VAST so be aware of snowmobiles during the winter.

A small section of the Long Trail (LT) (---) is in Cambridge. The LT / other Green Mountain Club (---) trails allow access to the Sterling Ridge, Spruce Peak and Mount Mansfield.

VAST (---) (the Vermont Association of Snow Travelers) maintains trails in the area that are open during the winter, for snowmobiles only; Smugglers’ Notch Resort has trails for resort guests; and there are other community trails (---) that can be explored.

In an emergency call 911
Cambridge Rescue Squad (802) 644 2113
Town Clerk’s Office (802) 644 2251
Vermont State Police (802) 241 5000